《The Mysterious CEO》
Chapter 239 - Suspicious about her(Part-6)
Back to the morning when Mo Jiang and Liu Juan reached America.
After checking into the hotel, Mo Jiang and Liu Juan went their separate ways towards
their rooms.
Since they had a long day ahead, Mo Jiang took a shower first before heading to work.
'Ding!'
Mo Jiang had just come out of the bathroom and at the same time, the doorbell rang.
'Click.'
"Miss Liu?" Mo Jiang was startled to see Liu Juan in front of his room with a tray in
her hands.
"I brought breakfast for you, President Mo. May I?" Liu Juan asked permission to
enter his room.
Mo Jiang narrowed his eyes at this gesture of Liu Juan, but still, he moved aside to let
her in his room.
Ensuingly, Mo Jiang went to change his clothes from a bathrobe to a business suit, and
at the same time, Liu Juan set the breakfast tray on the coffee table before leaving the
room.

However. Mo Jiang came out right that moment which startled Liu Juan for a moment
but she calmed down soon enough.
"President Mo, I have set your breakfast. Please enjoy it. I will take my leave." Liu
Juan said and turned to leave but before she could take a step, Mo Jiang stopped her.
"Miss Liu, don't you think you are forgetting something?"
"Huh?" Liu Juan had a look of confusion on her face as she was sure she did
everything which she required to do.

"Your breakfast." Mo Jiang reminded her but she was still confused so he continued to
explain. "You forgot to have your breakfast with me. Come, sit."
Immediately Liu Juan froze.
Breakfast?
'Did she have to eat her breakfast with Mo Jiang?' Liu Juan thought to herself.
This was not what she had expected.
She clenched her fist in nervousness as if she had done something wrong
"President Mo...I….I already had my breakfast in...in my room." She said.
"Really? Still, join me. You know I don't like to eat alone, don't you? Sit." Mo Jiang
gestured to her to sit on the couch beside him while pouring tea for her and for himself.
Although Mo Jiang's words were calm and natural, one could still take his words as an
order that Liu Juan couldn't deny and nervously sit beside him.
'Flick'
Mo Jiang took the morning papers and started reading leisurely without any care of his
work and time.
Even the tea was turning cold but neither Mo Jiang nor Liu Juan had touched it.
With the passage of time, Liu Juan's nervousness started appearing on her face and she
didn't realize what big mistake she had committed by revealing her true identity as Liu
Ruolan.
Mo Jiang even knew how Liu Juan had spent her childhood and what had happened
with her.
He knew every single detail!
Mo Jiang continued to read the morning paper till the end before folding the
newspaper while feigning ignorance towards Liu Ruolan's nervousness.
'Fool!' Mo Jiang had only one word for Liu Ruolan. Even if she decided to be Liu Juan,
she should come prepared and not be like a fool.
Nevertheless, he needed to end this act as the real Liu Juan must be waiting for her

downstairs.
"Miss Liu, your tea has turned cold." Mo Jiang reminded her as he set the newspaper
on the table.
"Huh?" Liu Ruolan was stunned for a minute but then a dry laugh escaped from her
lips. "Hehehe...My bad, I forgot about it. Anyway, I have already had my tea." Liu
Ruolan tentatively moved the teacup away.
"Are you sure you forget about it or you deliberately don't want to drink it because you
have added something to it, Miss Liu….Uhhh...I mean Miss Liu Ruolan."
Mo Jiang's words made Liu Ruolan widen her eyes.
What was the big deal in pretending to be Liu Juan?
However, the stupid Liu Ruolan didn't know that Mo Jiang never ate something given
by anyone else except his trustworthy subordinates and Liu Juan never belonged to
them so how could he eat something given by Liu Ruolan who was pretending to be
Liu Juan so easily?
Knowing that Mo Jiang had caught her, Liu Ruolan didn't think about anything else
except running away so she immediately sprang towards the door but…
'Bang!'
A gunshot hit her leg and made her fall.
"Ahhh…" Liu Ruolan g.r.o.a.n.e.d in pain.
Liu Ruolan was wearing a wireless earphone so that Bo Xiao, who was standing
outside, would get to know what was happening inside.
"F*ck!" When he heard that Mo Jiang had caught Liu Ruolan, Bo Xiao immediately
thought about Liu Juan.
He knew that he shouldn't have trusted Liu Ruolan as she was the useless one. Now,
she had not only flopped their plan but also revealed her and Liu Juan's identity.
If Mo Jiang knew about Liu Ruolan, that meant he also knew about Liu Juan's real
identity.
Therefore, Bo Xiao immediately ran towards Liu Juan to save her. Liu Ruolan was
already in the hand of Mo Jiang so he couldn't save her, but he could save Liu Juan

and that was what mattered to him the most.
However, Bo Xiao didn't know that in his panicked state, he also made a mistake by
going towards Liu Juan.
Mo Jiang's bodyguards already knew what was happening inside Mo Jiang's room and
they also knew about Liu Juan. So when Bo Xiao reached in front of Liu Juan's room,
he was caught by Mo Jiang's bodyguards before Liu Juan got to know what Bo Xiao
and Liu Ruolan had done behind her back.

